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If I became a senator then I propose to make following changes for welfare of students and
betterment of our institute:

                                            
As everyone shall be aware of the fact that during exam times ( be it midsem or the

endsem ) many students love to study in library. And since due to space constraints
limited furniture can be put in our library; students are forced to sit on ground; So i
propose that foam seats should be kept in library, that would make sitting in library
comfortable.

                
Many people would have been to Hall 10; and apparently would have noticed that

drinking water there is very much different from what is there in other halls. So I would try
my best to get central water purification systems in all Halls.

                             
Campus junta has OAT ( in my belief ) only place to go with friends and have some

nice time. But ATM machines are absent in OAT; where they are required the most. Thus, I
would propose establishment of ATM machines in OAT..

                                   
Since our campus is Green campus; we all use cycles. But air filling facility is very



limited. So I would put up proposal that each hall should be provided with its own Air
Compression facility. That would make ride easy

                               
Whenever parents visit students, they sometimes choose to stay in VH extension.But

the fact is that there is no food arrangement in VH extension. So it causes lot of trouble
for parents. Thus I would propose that Food arrangement should be there as soon as
possible.

                                           
Now this is something of major importance to my manifesto and relates to the reason

as to why I want to be a senator. Firstly many people would    be aware of the fact that
Senate conducts Open House Meets; even if aware, no one takes much pain to go there;
hanging out with friends is what everyone prefers. But I think a regular say of campus
community is of prime importance. That is why I propose that if I became a senator I
would ensure that regular meets with senators are conducted in respected halls with
respective batch (2-3 meets per month would be practically enough). It has many benefits
as follows:
A. It would promote a habit to participate actively in Senate functioning.

B. Also senators will get to know new issues.

C. It would make people aware of as to what extent student senate can bring about a
change in campus be it related to anything because sometimes it happens that someone
has an idea but it doesn’t reach appropriate people because one thinks that such issue
would be out of reach of Senate.

D. It will allow multidimensional analysis of issues; because a single person’s perspective
can never think about all the facets of any problem; simply because no two people share
the same perspective.


